2001 zx9r for sale

Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. Needs nothing. Ready to ride. Many extras as seen in pics. Always
maintained after every ride. Perfect condition. Selling for a friend. Let us know if you have any
questions. Thanks Check out our other items! We only accept deposit through PayPal. Balance
is due upon pick up of bike within 7 days of winning bid. Shipping: No shipping. Pick up of
vehicle is buyers sole responsibility. All messages are answered within 24hrs. Check out our
other items! No returns on this item. All sales are final. Low miles - currently Hard second seat
cover on motorcycle in picture Bieffe helmet custom paint - No size listed I believe it is a
Medium. Polished wheels. Frame was polished at one time. Undertail kit. Muzzy exaust. Clean
title in hand. Needs fuel system cleaned. Will start and run on starting fluid. This isn't a perfect
bike. It's not beautiful but could be a really nice bike. New plastic has dipyourcar rubberized
coating. Just peel it and change colors. Tank and front fender are flat black. I have a few extra
parts that I'll throw in as well. Must be picked up. Will not ship. Feel free to ask questions. Only
modification is the Yoshimura slip on exhaust. Bike has good tires, runs strong, needs nothing.
Clean blue texas title in hand. She is well taken care of and garaged her entire life. Never been
dropped or laid down. I just installed 2 new Michelin pilot 3s on her which is the best
complement to this bike, they ride smooth and comfortable. The bike is very fast but never been
hot dogged. Chain and sprockets have been cleaned, inspected readjusted and rewaxed, and in
perfect shape. I spare no expense on her. There is 2 small dings in the gas tank which can be
seen in photos less then the size of a dime. Also there is a scratch in the left passenger grab
handle which is a easy fix with spray paint. I have the title in hand. I am done with sport bikeing
and looking into Harley Electra Glide Classics to replace her, something that is more laid back.
So I would consider a trade for one and if need be I will throw some cash on top. Call or Text six
five two nine. I'm in L. Also I have more photos I can send you if interested. Model ZX-9R. RC
Hill will take trade-ins year-round. Top dollar for trades are unable! Open: Tues-Fri ; Sat Thank
You! This month, we need pre-owned inventory. We can provide financing, even when others.
Model Ninja ZX-9R. The ZX-9R combines awesome power from a sophisticated engine with a
lightweight chassis to produce a motorcycle with unsurpassed performance that also carves
through twisty roads with ease. Mint condition with only miles on it.. I'm only selling this
because my girlfriend doesn't like to ride on it.. This bike rides like new and looks new.. Call Joe
nine three nine seven. Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR.
Carthagena, OH. Ravenscroft, TN. Cripple Creek, CO. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Zx9r. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Category - Engine Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Here my zx9r e1 lovely bike very clean for its age had a full service
before lock down been out out once good chain and sprockets good tyers pilot road 2 tyers
braided break lines upgraded brake calipers this bike need nothing ready to go 6 months mo.
So muc. HPI Category: Clear. This bike has not had an insurance claim against it and has no
outstanding financ. Here is my beloved kwaka no longer use due to illnesses. Click Email button
to contact us. Very low mileage, bought this bike earlier this year because Internet reading
made this bike out to be a sports tourer. It isn't, it's a beast. Put two new wheels on it and had
new fork seals done. Serviced at last mot and mot'd till March next. Zx9r Solo seat original as
well Blue undertray Lots of paperwork Hugger Clear rear light - original as well USB and
charging port Led Indicators Original grab handles plus custom grab rail rack and top box Extra
lights New wavy discs and pads. Car Loans. Ads posted, Wednesday 24th February 5 images.
Kawasaki zx9r e1 Ryton, Tyne and Wear. Kawasaki zx9r b1 Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire.
Kawasaki zx9r for sale Livingston, West Lothian. Top searches Top locations. Buy and sell in a
snap Get the app for the best Gumtree experience. Here my zx9r e1 lovely bike very clean for its
age had a full service before lock down been out out once good chain and sprockets good tyers
pilot road 2 tyers braided break lines upgraded brake calipers this bike need nothing ready to
go 6 months mo. So muc. HPI Category: Clear. This bike has not had an insurance claim against
it and has no outstanding financ. Here is my beloved kwaka no longer use due to illnesses.
Click Email button to contact us. Very low mileage, bought this bike earlier this year because
Internet reading made this bike out to be a sports tourer. It isn't, it's a beast. Put two new wheels
on it and had new fork seals done. Serviced at last mot and mot'd till March next. Zx9r Solo seat
original as well Blue undertray Lots of paperwork Hugger Clear rear light - original as well USB
and charging port Led Indicators Original grab handles plus custom grab rail rack and top box
Extra lights New wavy discs and pads. Car Loans. Ads posted, Wednesday 24th February 5
images. Kawasaki zx9r e1 Ryton, Tyne and Wear. Kawasaki zx9r b1 Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire. Kawasaki zx9r for sale Distance from search location: miles Livingston, West
Lothian. Top searches Top locations. Top Searches in the UK cc moped 50cc quad scooter
vespa trike motocross yamaha raptor road legal quad classic 50cc moped project yz motorcycle

yamaha yamaha yzf r honda yamaha r1 enduro aprilia rs crf cc scooter honda pcx road legal
yamaha harley davidson honda yamaha r6 yamaha dt honda c Buy and sell in a snap Get the
app for the best Gumtree experience. Sign Out. Join Sign in. Great news!!! We literally have
thousands of great products in all product categories. AliExpress will never be beaten on
choice, quality and price. But you may have to act fast as this top kawasaki zx9r for sale is set
to become one of the most sought-after best-sellers in no time. With the lowest prices online,
cheap shipping rates and local collection options, you can make an even bigger saving.
AliExpress takes pride in making sure that you always have an informed choice when you buy
from one of hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Every store and seller is rated for
customer service, price and quality by real customers. Plus you can find out the store or
individual seller ratings, as well as compare prices, shipping and discount offers on the same
product by reading comments and reviews left by users. Every purchase is star-rated and often
has comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience so you can
buy with confidence every time. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can
collect coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app. On AliExpress, great
quality, price and service comes as standard â€” every time. By continuing to use AliExpress
you accept our use of cookies view more on our Privacy Policy. You can adjust your Cookie
Preferences at the bottom of this page. Cookie Preferences. Buyer Protection. Ship to. Wish
List. Account Welcome to AliExpress! Welcome back. All Categories. Hot promotions in
kawasaki zx9r for sale on aliexpress:. Hot Search: front light bmw f hyosung gv exhast golf 4 gti
miniature embroidery iron knot harness real rabbits indonisien hair wigs colonial cutlery set dg
01 grease shimano colonial wall lights Ranking Keywords: cognac glass coffin purse coil hair
ties coffin pokemon coin dispenser coin box. Google Play App Store. All rights reserved. Scan
or click to download. Kawasaki zx9r e1 ninja rear sprocket carrier. You will not be disappointed.
If you have a question please ask. Kawasaki zx9r, zxe1, x reg, only 2. Here we have for sale my
well loved zx9r ninja in classic kawasaki green i have owned the bike for a few years. Happy to
combine postage where applicable thanks for looking and good luck with your bidding.
Kawasaki zx9 zx9r e1 e2 jack up kit Kawasaki zx9r e1 foot peg hangers. Returns returns will be
accepted within days as long as the item is unused and in its original packaging. Kawasaki zx9r
e1 ninja rear spindle axle. Kawasaki zx9r e1, at awesome Get your great new kawasaki zx9r e1
with improved quality. Get it now with Kawasaki zx9r e1 carburettors for sale. Ahl rear brake
pads disc fa for kawasaki. This is for a genuine kawasaki zx9r e1 e2 tail panel may have some
dirt and dust in places from being in storage. Full refund only applies for defective items and it
must be sent back to us in the original condition. Kawasaki zx c1 c2 e1 e2 zx-9r If it dont sell its
off to the tip. Beautiful kawasaki zx9r e1. Excellent condition. From a smoke free home. Please
see my other items and I will combine postage costs where possible. Ahl rear brake pads disc fa
for kawasaki zx-9r. Zx9r e1 cdi unit as pictured, ready to fit. Uk in mainland uk we use royal mail
tracked delivery time. World superbike colours, akrapovic exhaust, rear sets, short levers,wavy
discs, new battery. New - kawasaki ninja zx 9r 12r ignition. This listing is for a pair of zx9r e
model clipons with switchgear as pictured, in excellent condition. Refine your search yamaha
wrf yamaha wrx ktm supermoto cagiva raptor suzuki sv ktm duke yamaha fz1 yamaha wr suzuki
gsx kawasaki kr1s kawasaki zx10r kawasaki zxr aprilia rsv factory suzuki gsx Sort by most
relevant Sort by highest price first Sort by lowest price first Sort by newest results first Sort by
oldest results first. All Used New. More pictures. Used, kawasaki zx9r zx e1 ninja - carbon fiber
kawasaki zx9r zx e1 ninja - carbon fiber powder coated wheels in beautiful condition. Details:
kawasaki, ninja, carbon, fiber, belly, damage, images, removed, bikeall, therefore. See complete
description. Notify me before the end of the auction. Details: kawasaki, ninja, carbon, fiber,
frame, protector, panels, marks, lacquer, peel. Happy to combine postage where applicable
thanks for looking and good luck with your bidding Alfreton. Gumtree See price. Check out
these interesting ads related to "kawasaki zx9r e1" kawasaki ex ninja honda cbr rr honda cbr
fireblade kawasaki b1h aprilia rst futura suzuki rgv honda cbr rr kawasaki zx6r kawasaki klx ktm
exc kawasaki versys yamaha yzf r ktm supermoto kawasaki kfx Check out the price evolution of
the kawasaki zx9r e1. Returns returns will be accepted within days as long as the item is unused
and in its original packaging London. Details: kawasaki, ninja, lovely, bike, project, lost, starts,
everytime, foot, pegs. Shpock See price. Get it now with 34 Delivered anywhere in UK. Amazon
See price. Full refund only applies for defective items and it must be sent back to us in the
original condition Delivered anywhere in UK. Check out these interesting ads related to
"kawasaki zx9r e1" ktm rc8 kawasaki kdx kawasaki zx9r e2 yamaha xmax cbr ktm duke Details:
kawasaki, ninja, pair, front, forks, leaks, images, removed, bike, clock. Uk in mainland uk we use
royal mail tracked delivery time Delivered anywhere in UK. Details: kawasaki, ninja, front, rear,
seats, recoverd, jamaican, flag, design, marks. Details: kawasaki, ninja, fuel, pump, working,
images, removed, bike, therefore, related. Details: kawasaki, ninja, exhaust, headers, front,

pipes, images, removed, bike, therefore. Used, Gold Xring Chain and Sprocket kit Kawasaki Z
This listing is for a pair of zx9r e model clipons with switchgear as pictured, in excellent
condition. Delivered anywhere in UK. Don't miss an opportunity! Auction 1 Fixed price Amazon
10 eBay 47 Gumtree 2. Yes 2 No 1. Scorpion 2 Art 1 Fuel 1 Kawasaki genuine oe 1. Right 2 Front
1 Rear 1. Zx 9 r ninja zx-9r zxe 1 Zx9r e ninja 1 Zx9r e1 e2 1. Refine your search. Sort by. Sort by
most relevant Sort by most relevant. Sort by highest price first. Sort by lowest price first. Sort
by newest results first. Sort by oldest results first. All All. Your region. Ads on. Ad format.
Intended use. Modified item. Part manufacturer. Placement on motorcycle. To fit model. Show
results Clear all filters. Add an alert. Refine by region. Add this alert. We will send you an email
notification. Cancel Notify me before the end of the auction. The ad has been successfully
added to your favourites. To find all your favourites, click here or in the link 'my account' in the
footer. Kawasaki zx9r C2 miles only 2 owners from new very clean motorcycle will be supplied
with 12 months MOT part exchange welcome please send pictures to Very low mileage, bought
this bike earlier this year because Internet reading made this bike out to be a sports tourer. It
isn't, it's a beast. Put two new Viewing by appointment as in Bike is located in Shetland!!!! Here
is my beloved kwaka no longer use due to illnesses. For sale kawasaki zr7 44k miles Green and
black Yoshihama r11 end can dented missing badge Full delkavic down pipes with link pipe
Good tyres rear fitted I've had this bike for the passed 14 years and never had any issues with it,
oil changed regularly, fork seals done about a year ago, wheel and Stunning looking classic
muscle bike in the correct Eddie Lawson colour scheme. This is the one to have out of all the
large capacity muscle bikes! These are Two Kawasaki er A2 model Been using the blue Er5 for
spare parts. Kawasaki zzr d model beauty fast reliable black in colour alarm. Great looking retro
Kawasaki in very good condition and very retro 2 tone colour scheme. Whenever we have these
in they always sell fast so don't hesitate to KX year Gumtree auto fill says its a but its a road
registered with rebuilt engine 0hrs on it. Lots of money spent on a lot of new parts Viewings by
appointments only please call us first full service history getting rare now original SuperSport
bike a bike that will not only hold money but Kawasaki zx9r model, X plate it's done 35, miles
from new with service history will come with 12 months MOT only 2 previous owners from new
and the For sale is this HPI clear green zxr HPI category: clear Kawasaki zx6r-g2 beautiful
original condition. Loads of history. New Pirelli Diablo Rosso tyres with freshly powder coated
wheels Budget bikes are pleased to offer sale this Kawasaki zx-9r that is HPI clear and
documented for its next owner. The bike comes with its owners manual, service KH Motorcycles
Sandiacre are pleased to offer this very good condition Kawasaki ER-5, presented in a beautiful
green paint scheme with contrasted black saddle Just putting the feelers out there,kawasaki
zx9r ,green,lovely fast bike, on the clock with no faults,new tyres,discs and pads,just seeing
what offers i get New chain, sprockets Rear tyre Front, rear and sprocket carrier bearings New
spark plugs, oil and filter, air filter Coolant change Recent pads Plenty of life By proceeding,
you consent to our Legal Notice and acknowledge how we process your personal data and set
cookies as described in our Privacy Policy. Enter your email address to receive alerts when we
have new listings available for Kawasaki zx9r for sale. To see how, and to learn how to control
cookies, please read our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy. Our unique pricing algorithm
classifies vehicles according to a wide variety of factors, estimates the market price for this
specification of vehicle and displays this pricing tag when sufficient data is available but can't
take into account the seller's reason for sale, vehicle modifications or condition. NewsNow
Classifieds. Page 1 of 1. Did not find what you're looking for? Stay updated about Kawasaki zx9r
for sale. Related searches Kawasaki triple for sale Kawasaki kx for sale UK Kawasaki zxr for
sale UK Kawasaki kmx for sale Kawasaki z for sale Kawasaki zephyr for sale Kawasaki zx9r for
sale Kawasaki klx for sale Honda Suzuki gsxr for sale Kawasaki Kawasaki scooters Receive the
latest listings for Kawasaki zx9r for sale Enter your email address to receive alerts when we
have new listings available for Kawasaki zx9r for sale. Email field should not be empty Please
enter a valid email address. You can cancel your email alerts at any time. Save your search.
Reduced price. Engine Power bhp. Engine Size cc. United Kingdom. Our unique algorithm
classifies jobs according to a wide variety of factors, estimates the market rate for this
specification of job and displays the estimated rate of pay when sufficient data is available but
can't take into account differences in the level of experience required, responsibilities or
working hours. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites parts. Location Category Availability Price
Sort. All Categories 61 For Sale 55 Vehicles 6. Offered 61 Wanted. Create Alert. Outlet vehicles
are wholesale to the public. They may have mechanical or cosmetic defects that do not meet
general standards set by Simply Ride. These vehicles are offered for sale to the public at a
discounted price befor Project or part bike. Rough around rhe edges. I picked it up in the
thought of making it a track bike but I want a cruiser instead. Last owner started it two years
ago. It will need carb work, there was gas left in it. Side fairing pieces are missing, the rest is in

tact. Chain and sprocket are a rusty mess, I dont know much about the bike. It does have a
clean title. For more information, please visit content. Refer to Photos for more details. Used
part expect scuffs and scratches if any. May fit thru More pictures upon request. Free Pick-Up!
Thank you for your time! Front Seat with minor rip as shown. Front Chrome Wheel with e
verything Shown. Water Pump with Everything Shown. Gas Tank Bracket. Refer to photos for
more details May have scuffs and scratches from storage. Fully Functional Everything Shown
Included. License Plate Holder. Refer to Photo for more details. Kick Stand. Part from bike
shown. Tool Kit with Everything Shown. The swingarm has scratches. All shown in the 12
photos check them out for full details. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. There seems to be a problem
serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by category. More View
more categories Less View less categories. Model Year see all. Not specified. Additional
Information see all. Metallic Paint. V5 Registration Document Present. Extra Features see all.
Security Alarm. Steering Damper. Colour see all. Customised Features see all. Paint Job.
Manufacturer see all. Kawasaki Filter Applied. Model see all. ZX-9R Filter Applied. Performance
Upgrades see all. Capacity cc see all. Vehicle Type see all. Type see all. Condition see all.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now.
Classified Ads. Item location see all. UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free
postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller.
Authenticity verified. More refinements More refinements All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best
Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad. Collection in person. You may
also like. Savings are here! Get what you love for less. Kawasaki Zx 9r Selling due to
unsupportive finance. Very comfortable ride. Acceleration to leave most bikes for dead, but
smooth enough for a daily rider. Regretful sale. Note; kms are for g. Other 10 hours ago. We are
open 7 days a week. Weekdays â€” 5pm Saturdays 9am â€” 4pm Sundays 10am - 4pm Lay-by is
available i. Kawasaki ZX9R Ninja. The bike has had a full service including Carbys rebuilt. The
bike has near new chain and sprockets The bike does have minor scratches on the right fairing.
The bike has new brakes and the fluids flushed and replace with new fluids. The bike sounds
great with plenty of power, it will come with RWC and 12 months rego. A bike definitely for the
passiona. ZX9r almost 12 months rego. Kawasaki ZX9R. I purchased it in October last year and
got it on the road just before christmas to be used as a cheap commuter. Circumstances have
changed and I now have to sell the bike. Kawasaki ZX9r. Expressions of interest Fully restored
zx 9r from ground up Text or call for full description of what has been done No offers dont have
to sell but isn't getting used enough. Sign In Register. My Gumtree Post an ad. Suggested
Searches: kawasaki zx9r ninja kawasaki zx6r zx9r kawasaki kawasaki zxr kawasaki zzr kawasaki
ninja kawasaki zx honda cbrf for sale vf honda kawasaki kawasaki bike kawasaki zx10 triumph i
kawasaki ninja. Filters List. Search alert Get notified when new items are posted. Search alert.
Price Minimum Price. Maximum Price. Listing Type Private seller 9. Price Type Fixed Price 5
Negotiable 4. Make Kawasaki 9. Bike Type Road 4 Other 1. Learner Approved No 5. Year
Minimum Year From Maximum Year to KMs Minimum KMs From 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, , , , Maximum KMs to 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, , , , , Registered Yes 4 No 4. Offer
Type Offering 9. Kawasaki Zx 9r cc km 62,kms Engine is fine. Kawasaki ZX9r cc km Expressions
of interest Fully restored zx 9r from ground up Text or call for full description of what has been
done No offers dont have to sell but isn't getting used enough. Download the Gumtree app for
iOS or Android. All Rights Reserved. The result was more grunt and a red line of 12, rpm the
Fireblade stopped at 10, rpm. Put it all together and you got exactly what Kawasaki intended â€”
a mid sized bike that existed between the ends of the segment. Also the first models of the
ZX9R were heavier compared to the competition and had the typical-of-the-time Kawasaki build
quality issues, especially with the paint. On the plus side the bike looks clean with no evidence
of indicator or rear tail modifications common of the era and even the exhaust looks OEM and
pristine. The only non-stock item appears to be the windscreen and the seller indicates the OEM
unit will be included in the sale. Well a quick search through sites like Cycletrader show that
price to be a bit more than expected but not out of range given the mileage of this bike. Based
on the pics and the mileage the current owner is not a major Kawasaki fan so they might be
motivated to move off the asking price, especially if you can offer something Suzuki-related in
trade? Tagging along with the CBRRR of , Kawasaki developed a bike to bridge the gap between
the cc sportbikes and the cc sport-touring machines. More than a racer with lights, the ZX-9R is
a stable-handling powerhouse, hp and slightly relaxed riding position. Race-developed
innovations are civilized on the ZX-9R, the fabricated alloy perimeter frame and swingarm are
made from beautiful sculpted stampings. The clip-on handlebars rest on top of the triple clamp,
ready for a longer ride. The adjustable upside-down forks and remote-reservoir rear shock are
rather softly sprung. The 4-piston front brakes from the ZZ-R are more than up to the task. The
owner gives a lot of information in the eBay auction:. This was the 1st year of production for the

ZX9R. My bike is in unbelievable condition. I have owned it since June , when I purchased it
from Kawasaki of Ft. Lauderdale off the showroom floor with miles on the odometer. The bike
has been registered and on the road since then, but only has 11, miles on it 21 years later. It has
been garage kept and I have never driven it in the rain. There is no pitting,no rust,no
discoloration anywhere. Everything functions perfectly including the radiator fans. The only
flaw mechanically is a slight clunking sound while shifting may need a new clutch eventually.
The only way you will find a nicer example of a ZX9R is to find one still in the crate! I even have
the original tool kit, books and paperwork for the bike! Not ridden much and garaged in Florida,
this example has a few nice improvements, still undamaged and shiney. The owner promises
two helmets and jackets if you use buy-it-now. Meanwhile the big-bore 1,cc-plus class offered
bikes which were ultra-powerful but were big and heavy. During this time period Kawasaki was
fortunate to be selling a lot of bikes in both classes. Sales were further helped by the fact that
Scott Russell was winning championships on a ZX-7 based machine. Also the street legal ZX-7R
seriously outclassed the similarly priced GSXR which still featured a perimeter frame and an
oil-cooled engine. Suddenly there was a bike that gave big-bore class power with cc weight and
handling. This meant that even though it made about 15 bhp more than the FireBlade, this
advantage was nullified by its size, weight and resulting reduced agility. A very detailed review
of the ZX9R can be found here. Well the opening bid matches the KBB retail price and given the
low mileage of this bike, the price seems pretty fair. New owners would likely want to invest in
new tires and a general fluid update but would then have a very clean last generation ZX-9R.
Since first and last generation bikes are typically the ones with the most value to collectors, this
one could be a smart buy before prices start to pop up. Click here to see the bike but note the
lack of title availability. Now relisted, someone give this guy a bit more dough and get a great
ride for the season! Links updated, -dc. I know the hardcore collectors on the site will scoff, but
those of us who enjoy a solid survivor will enjoy this Kawasaki. Clean, clean, clean. You will not
likely find one cleaner. A lot of people say that, but the proof is in the pictures, this bike is as
clean with the bodywork on as it is off!!! At just over 13k miles, this bike is in mint condition,
has never been dow, not even in the garage, has
harley davidson brake light not working
01 dodge dakota sport
99 ford explorer fuel pump relay location
the OEM paint and decals that it came with from the factory, and is all stock except for the
white faced guages, fender eliminator, and the suspension which has been resprung for a lb
rider. This bike is ready to ride and needs nothing. While reviews of the day favored the R1, the
9R was noted for handling the twisties as well as it did the day long ride. This example looks
well looked after and with just 13k miles is barely broken in. While not necessarily an
investment in the short term, this bike is going to deliver â€” especially at the reserve price the
seller has confidentially shared with us. Good luck to the seller! Posts by tag: zx9r. Kawasaki
May 25, posted by Marty. Kawasaki May 7, posted by Donn. Kawasaki February 27, posted by
Marty. Mileage is stated at and this appears to match the shown odometer. Kawasaki April 14,
posted by Dan. Links updated, -dc I know the hardcore collectors on the site will scoff, but
those of us who enjoy a solid survivor will enjoy this Kawasaki.

